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The Women’s Club of Fullerton
(WCOF) held their sixth annual Holiday
Brunch & Fashion Show on Saturday,
November 5th at the Coyote Hills
Country Club.
The club was founded in November
1902 is a part of the general federation of
women’s clubs. Each year the WCOF

selects a local nonprofit to support with
the proceeds from this event, and this
year their members selected Tara’s
Chance. Tara’s Chance Equine Therapy
Program provides 65 individuals with
special needs such as autism, cerebral
palsy, spina bifida, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, developmental

BY JO ANN BRANNOCK

delays, genetic syndromes, and traumatic
brain injuries.
To become a member of Women’s Club
of Fullerton contact www.WCOF.club or
info@WCOF.club The initial fee for
membership is $65 and renewals are $45
annually.

New Regional HOPE Center Opens
Public Health
California Governor Newsom was in less people for the North OC region.
Emergency
Fullerton on October 27 to visit the Gov. Newsom praised the county and
newly opened Homeless Outreach and local state officials Senator Josh
Declaration
Proactive Engagement Center (HOPE) Newman and Assemblymember Sharon
near St. Jude Hospital. The Quirk-Silva, saying “the center is a
from OC Health located
newly refurbished building is a central model for the state.”
command center for case workers,
The Center is a project of the North
Care Agency
health and outreach providers, and Orange
County
Public
Safety
The Orange County Health Officer
issued a Declaration of Health Emergency
for Orange County on October 31 due to
rapidly spreading RSV virus infections
causing record numbers of pediatric hospitalizations and daily emergency room visits. Additionally, a Proclamation of Local
Emergency has been declared, which
allows the County to access State and
Federal resources to address the situation
and seek mutual aid from surrounding
counties.
The OC Health Care Agency (HCA)
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) is
monitoring regional hospital capacity and
engaging hospital and health care systems
that are seeing very high patient volumes in
See Public Health Emergency page 13

homeless liaison officers working
together to address public health issues
with an emphasis on services to home-

Collaborative (formerly Task Force),
formed by an act of the State
See Hope Opens page 2

More Alcohol Licenses Downtown
BY JUDITH KALUZNY

The planning commission of the city
of Fullerton, on October 26, approved
five future venues for the on-site sales of
alcohol located in the “Fox Block,”
with a possibility of seven more.
According to the proposal, these will be
added to “The popular Downtown
Fullerton area...home to over 61 ABClicensed restaurants and bars within 6
square blocks...” as stated in the
Problem Statement for a grant of
$285,000 (of taxpayers’ money) to

Fullerton from the California Office of
Traffic Safety. This grant was accepted
by the city council in its meeting on
October 18.
The Fox Block development will
include three alcohol licenses within the
former Angelo’s and Vinci’s location,
and two in a microbrewery, one for manufacture and one for retail. The remainder are sites of seven small restaurants
with the potential to apply for ABC
(Alcoholic Beverage Control) licenses.
See Alcohol Licenses page 13

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SUBSCRIBERS!
Thank you to all of our 10,000 households of readers in
Fullerton who subscribe or pick up the paper for free at
the racks around town and those 69,000 + who read the
paper online at www.fullertonobserver.com
Subscribe at www.fullertonobserver.com, or send us a

check for $39 (for 21 issues mailed directly to your
home) to PO Box 7051, Fullerton, CA 92834 And feel
free to add a note telling us how we are doing and what
we could do better. We love to hear from readers.
Thanks! The Fullerton Observer Crew
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PHOTOS BY SASKIA KENNEDY

At Home with the Homeless BY ANDREW WILLIAMS
Mobile units for HOPE

PHOTOS BY JERE GREENE

HOPE opens continued from front page
Legislature. Community organizations,
city managers, and police chiefs began
meeting in 2017 to share data and to
work on solutions to homelessness,
intervention, and violence prevention in
the North OC region. Senator Newman
secured $36 million for local homeless
outreach and prevention programs funded by the Collaborative, which has
grown over the past five years to include
Fullerton, Buena Park, La Habra, Brea,
Placentia, Yorba Linda, Anaheim,
Cypress, La Palma, Orange, and
Stanton.
Among other funding, Fullerton City
Council voted in January 2021 to contribute $650,000 in CARES Act funding
for the center, Senator Newman secured
an additional $7.8 million in July 2021,
and the County of Orange contributed
$500,000.
Participating cities will no longer contract with individual non-profits as the
HOPE Center will act as a dedicated
central hub where all homeless services
can be coordinated. The new center will
also be able to quickly dispatch mobile
homeless outreach units with social
workers, mental health workers, homeless liaison officers and community
service providers (depending on what
services are needed) to any location
across the region. Fullerton Police
Chief Robert Dunn said, “They will be
able to bring resources out to a particular
call and if it’s a non-law enforcement
call, we will send out a homeless case

worker to offer services. Our goal is for
the police to no longer respond to these
types of calls and to send the people who
can really help.”
“We know that a well-coordinated,
collaborative effort is key when it comes
to improving the availability of services,
shelter beds, and treatment for our
unhoused neighbors. The HOPE Center
will now provide a centrally located
service hub, providing a variety of
resources to better serve those experiencing homelessness in Fullerton and
surrounding cities. I thank Senator Josh
Newman for supporting the North
Orange
County
Public
Safety
Collaborative in this amazing project,”
said Assemblywoman Sharon QuirkSilva. “This work is a testament to what
a community can do when it opens its
heart to those who are suffering so that
we can provide people the help they
need to regain the stability that leads to
a permanent home.”
Senator Newman thanked Gov.
Newsom and said, “I am so grateful to
the hundreds of dedicated public servants, mental health clinicians, homeless outreach providers, violence prevention specialists, and other community-based organizations who have
worked tirelessly to enhance the safety
and lives of the residents, businesses and
visitors of North Orange County.”
For more information visit
https://www.nocpublicsafety.com

“Of all the preposterous assumptions of humanity over humanity,
nothing exceeds most of the criticisms made on the habits of the poor
by the well-housed, well-warmed, and well-fed.” –Herman Melville
Welcome back to my life, and pieces as its impact on the number of unhoused
of the lives of my new companions, individuals. At any given time, affordmicrocosms amongst the macrocosm. able, low-income housing is only a fracWhen last you heard from me, I was tion of the available housing on the marwithout lodgings but not without hope. ket. And things can only get worse when
Well…last week I got the boot again. It’s housing bubbles expand, shrink or burst.
funny how these Christian types seem
It’s a week later, and your own correOK with you being on their property for spondent has gotten very lucky. I continweeks or months at a time, then, all of a ue this entry from the top bunk of a
sudden, someone walks over and mixed occupancy shelter. As per jourannounces, “This is private property. nalistic ethics, the facility’s name and
You have to leave. I don’t want to have location, as well as the names of fellow
to call the police, but …” and there they inhabitants, are not given and are not
stop, because you both know the rest of anyone’s business, including mine.
the spiel. Of course, you say, “Give me Suffice to say, after nearly six months of
an hour or two, OK?” and start packing sleeping rough, without daily access to
up your stuff, purging the chaff as you hygienic resources, I’m meeting
go. So, you understand, I'm not
Abraham Maslow at the bottom
a fan of God at the moment–and
of his hierarchical pyramid:
especially not those who profess
food, clothing, and shelter.
to follow his teachings. That
We few, we fortunate few, we
line in my first column about
who rest and read and sleep and
What I’m weep in this place, who have
getting turned out was foreshaddescribing three hots and a cot without
owing.
OK for now. At the library in general being surrounded by bars, who
typing this column and
have freedom of movement outdetail
"Nursery Cryme" by Genesis is
side these walls (as long as a
is the
filling my ears, mind and heart
vehicle is involved), we count
situation ourselves privileged indeed to
with that particular balm of
Gilead. But harmony, like all
have bellies full of warm food
and
things, is finite and temporary. I dilemmas and hot coffee, to be able to sit
need a place to lay my head,
at leisure, to enjoy the company
facing
whether soil, cotton or concrete.
of others of our kind or sit alone
every
And who knows what dreams
in contemplation, knowing too
await me?
homeless well this benevolent existence is
Please don’t think of me as a
person. contingent upon our good
sob sister who sees their drama
behavior and continuing selfas unique. What I’m describing
improvement, as measured by
in general detail is the situation
society’s metrics. Pass/fail.
and dilemmas facing every
By the time this column sees
homeless person. Until more
print, we will either have a
permanent housing is found,
somewhat more stable democrawe’re at the mercy of cons, cops, and/or cy, or will have taken another step
goons representing the property owners. towards autocracy. All I can say is this:
So we soldier on, joining the lines of our Be careful what you wish for. Those
fellows carting around their everything candidates who say that the problem of
from sleeping spot to sleeping spot. You homelessness should be solved now are
see the weariness and the frustration on not realists. This problem was not creatour faces, always having to be on the ed overnight and won’t be solved as
move and get on the move at a moment’s quickly. Also, beware those candidates
notice.
who blame their opponents for problems
The numbers from the National that are well beyond the scope of their
Alliance to End Homelessness are powers, such as the prices of goods and
unambiguous on this point: For every services. Most important, vote for those
unhoused person who finds a shelter bed who champion the downtrodden, who
or a studio apartment, there is one who advocate for the mentally ill, who punch
has been, and will be, on waiting lists for up, not down.
months. Or years. Even decades. And
Better days are coming…if we work
then you need to factor in the effect of for them.
inflation on housing availability, as well
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The Fullerton Observer community
newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy, Roy and Irene Kobayashi, and
other friends in 1978, is staffed by local
volunteers who create, publish, and distribute the paper throughout our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one.
Revenues are plowed back into maintaining and improving our independent, nonpartisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents about the institutions and other
societal forces which most impact their
lives, so that they may be empowered to
participate in constructive ways to keep
and make these private and public entities
serve all residents in lawful, open, just,
and socially-responsible ways. We seek
to promote a sense of community and an
appreciation for the values of diversity
with which our country is so uniquely
blessed.
____________________________
Distributed the closest Monday to the
1st and the 15th of every month except
only once in January, July & August.
HOW TO SUBSCRIBE
Subscriptions are $39 per year.
Sign up and pay with autopay at
www.fullertonobserver.com
or by check with name & address to:
Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051,
Fullerton, CA 92834-7051
________________________________
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Fullerton Joint Union High School Boardmembers: Laura Rubio, Marilyn Buchi, Laura Klatzker, Joanne Fawley,
PHOTO BY MIKE RITTO
Dr. Chester Jeng, and Superintendent Dr. Steve McLaughlin

Fullerton Union High School Auditorium Reopens
BY MIKE RITTO

You have read the progress reports in the Observer, as the
Fullerton Union High School Auditorium has been undergoing extensive work that included earthquake retrofitting, additions of a new entry and restrooms, an elevator, and a complete facelift which included the impressive tower that was
surrounded by scaffolding for quite a while.

The original character of the building was retained, and it is
now fully upgraded in spectacular detail. The ribbon cutting
ceremony was witnessed by a large number of residents, City
officials both current and former, students, instructors, band
members, and of course, the Fullerton School District Board
members who are pictured here.

Dr. Monica Lee,
Fullerton College music instructor,
received Dr. James Young Arts Legacy Award
Dr. Lee was honored at a reception on
Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m. at the Muckenthaler.
The evening included tributes and
piano music played by Dr. Lee’s mentors, colleagues including Faculty Jazz
Cadre, Aram Barsamian, Christopher
Luthi, and Dr. Brian Park, current and
former students, and Dr. Lee.
Dr. Lee is the coordinator of piano
studies and the Piano Teaching
Certificate Program at Fullerton
College. Each semester, the piano program provides service to many students
taking beginning piano, piano ensemble,
applied piano, jazz piano, and piano
pedagogy courses. She served as the

chair of the Fullerton Piano Ensemble
Festival for more than 15 years.
The Muckenthaler’s Dr. James Young
Arts Legacy Award is presented annually to someone who has made a longterm impact on Arts Education in the
local Fullerton community. The recipient is chosen by a committee that
includes local arts leaders, previous
recipients, and Muckenthaler board
members.
The award is named after James D.
Young, a longtime theater professor and
the founding chairman of Cal State
Fullerton’s Department of Theatre and
Dance.

Parks Jr. High Celebrates 50th Anniversary BY IRENE LANDSBERG
Parks Jr. High celebrated its 50th
anniversary on on October 27, 2022.
The celebration was highlighted with
duets, choral, and orchestral performances by students that thrilled the audience. Also featured were speeches by
Aaruni Thakur (Fullerton School Board
member), Larry Beaver (retired Parks Jr.
High Principal), Irene Landsberg (one of
the original teachers), and a special
guest appearance from D. Russell Parks’
son and grandchildren.
Parks was built in 1972 in honor of Dr.
D. Russell Parks, former Superintendent
of the Fullerton Public Elementary
School system. The school is located in
Fullerton on the corner of Rosecrans
Avenue and Parks Road, formerly an
unconnected section of Brookhurst
Avenue. The street was renamed in order
to conform with a rule instituted by Dr.
Parks himself, maintaining that schools
be named after the streets on which they
stand.
In her speech, Irene Landsberg said,
“Standing here and knowing that we are
celebrating the 50th anniversary of our

school, I can hardly believe that it has
been 50 years. Life goes by quickly. My
memories of those first few years, when
the staff and students were creating all
the foundations for what would become
the traditions that may still be in place
now, were happy and fulfilling times.
One of the unique experiences here was
how all the adults on campus were treated fairly, and everyone’s opinion had
equal weight.”
Many teachers from other schools in
the district came together to make the
students' experience a valuable time for
learning and growth.
“It took a lot of team work and the
staff was very interested in working
together to make this an outstanding
school. We received our first recognition
as an award winning school for the
1986-87 school year,” Landsberg said,
“The teachers' lounge was so crowded at
lunch that you had trouble finding a seat,
and wherever you sat, you were welcome at the table. Over the years, that
changed as people retired and new staff
arrived. Petty disagreements also divid-

ed people. If I can make one recommendation to people teaching here now, I
would say that the more time you spend
knowing your colleagues, the more beneficial that is for you and the students
you serve.”
“To the students, I would like to say
that the time you spend here, or at any
school, should be a valuable experience
for you. It’s up to you to make that happen. The staff is here to help you get to
where you want to be. Reach out and ask
for help if you need it. Some of the
friends you make here may still be in
your lives in 50 years.”
“Life will take you along an interesting path with lots of detours, some
rough and others wonderful. If you can
look back in fifty years and know that
you were true to yourself, you accomplished your goals, and made other peoples' lives better, then you will have
lived a worthwhile life. I wish you all a
life filled with luck, good fortune and
happiness,” Landsberg said.
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Student boardmembers of Fullerton Education Foundation, Justin, Kai and Maria, pictured at center, presented t-shirts to city council in hopes of raising awarness
about a fund drive held on November 5 and invited the community to support public education in Fullerton. Learn more at www.fullertoneducationfoundation.org

November 1 Meeting:
FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL
BY ADRIAN MEZA

NOTES

The Council meets on the first and third Tuesdays of each month at
5:30pm. Upcoming agenda information and streaming video of meetings
are available at www.cityoffullerton.com
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact Council at (714) 738-6311 or council@cityoffullerton.com

PUBLIC COMMENTS
OC Fire Authority:Todd Harrison said
“My previous wife and I had our lives
saved more than once...I'm taking a
moment to shake a metaphorical fist at
those council members that voted
against contracting for fire service. Even
those responsible for implementing
improvements with the fire department
admit there will be challenges to doing
so. You put the entire population and
properties or fullerton at risk by this
reckless, incomplete and difficult plan,
the residents of Fullerton will be watching.”
Safety Issue: Yolanda Harrison said “To
get to the Raymond St. crossing on the

west side of Raymond St. I have to physically lift my mobility scooter because
there is no curb cut…Harbor is almost as
deadly at both ends and east and west
Truslow Ave, the road is buckled, curb
cuts are inadequate and downright dangerous and even extremely tippy. I am
not a skateboarder. I don't like having to
balance to get around there…How is
Fullerton such an unwalkable city, so
close to the happiest place on earth.”
Racial Profiling: A black man with a
thick accent who is currently a Fullerton
resident expressed his anger and frustration that he has been racially profiled by
the police.

ITEM 10 (1) COSTCO NORTH GAS ENTRANCE REMOVAL
The Intent for the crosswalk removal,
on S. Harbor and W. Southgate stemmed
from the OCTA bus stop that was being
blocked due to the Costco gas queuing.
It is extremely difficult for the bus driver to stop and leave from the bus stop on
Harbor.
Yolanda Harrison said “Marked crossings are a pedestrian's life line in getting
around town. If the S. Harbor and
Costco Rd crossing is such a huge problem because of the car traffic and lineup,
then make Costco remove the entrance
that's north of the crossroad.”
Jane Rands said, “regarding the
Costco [item on the agenda] the interesting thing is that we are inconveniencing
pedestrians to convenience people driving in cars, so if we are trying to transition into a cleaner environment and
encourage more people to participate in
active transportation, we should look at
ways to inconvenience the drivers rather
than the walkers, bikers, and people

using public transit.
City Engineer said, “Right now there's
two crosswalks crossing Harbor and the
Southgate intersection. The proposed
removal is just for the southerly crosswalk. There will still be one crosswalk
crossing Harbor. In order to free up the
bus stop we have proposed to close the
northerly driveway, but if we do that it's
really going to bog down this intersection. Therefore, we propose traffic signal improvement at that intersection and
to help traffic get in and out. In order to
implement those, we have to implement
something called split phasing which is
an actual green arrow for traffic coming
out of the intersection. In order to implement that we have to remove that
southerly crosswalk.”
Councilmember Dunlap made a
motion to approve the plan which
Whitaker seconded.
Motion passed, 4-1 with Council
member Zahra voting against.

Item 10 (2-3) Council Voted to Remove West Leg of Two Intersections
The West leg on the intersections at
Chapman-Malden as well ChapmanFord were up for removal. These
improvements will have pedestrian walk
signs which will include a pedestrian
walk button and when activated will
flash light beacons indicating a pedestrian is walking. This project is federally
funded through the Highway Safety
Improvement Program.

The City Engineer warns that this does
not mean cars will have to stop as it is
not a red light but more of a warning signal and pedestrians will still have to look
out for traffic.
Mayor Pro Tem Whitaker made a
motion to accept the plan and Council
Member Dunlap seconded.
Motion Passed 5-0

(ITEM 11) PETITION TO REMOVE CROSSWALK ON CHAPMAN AND HART
A petition was signed for the removal
of the crosswalk on Chapman and Hart
Place, as well. The City’s traffic engineering group did a general safety
assessment on that corridor, and it was
recommended to remove that crosswalk.
This was then sent to the Active
Transportation Committee (ATC) and
the Transportation & Circulation
Commission (TCC). ATC did not
approve the removal and asked to keep
the crossing and enhance it while the
TCC approved. This crossing is a part of
the City of Fullerton’s bike master plan,
but that will not be changed if this crossing is removed.
The City Engineer said, “that project
[connecting Chapman and Hart with a
Bike traffic signal] it's still in the bike
master plan and can still happen at anytime but until we have funding and it
becomes a priority, we recommend
removal of the crossing.”
Jane Reifer urged councilmembers not
to remove the crossing and said, “the
ATC voted against this for two basic

reasons, one because it slows down
rather than speeds up this crucial linkage
on the bike plan which is a part of the
general plan…and also they were concerned about pedestrian issues and
pedestrian convenience.”
Councilmember Zahra asked staff if
there are any safety measures that can be
implemented if Council does decide to
keep the crosswalk. The City Engineer
responded by saying they can add the
same flashing beacons that ChapmanMalden/Ford will have, but installing
more lighting would be a bigger endeavor and they will have to look at the funding available. Even with the multitude of
adjustments, they still recommend
removal of the crossing.
Councilmember Zahra then made a
motion to look at the options and have
them presented to the residents that
made a petition to have more community engagement on the options. Mayor
Jung seconded the motion.
This motion passed 5-0

(ITEM 12) CITY DENIES OUTDOOR DINING APPLICATION
Lagos Mexican Cuisine restaurant,
located at 139 West Santa Fe Avenue,
applied for outdoor dining on August 5,
2022. The application requests use of
City paid parking in the Restaurant
Overlay District (ROD). This request
requires City Council approval per the
Standard Outdoor Dining Guidelines.
The applicant restaurant is currently
under construction and has approximately 250 seats, including 50 outdoor
patio seats.
This application proposes utilizing 15
shared parking spaces for additional outdoor dining area which will in return
give the applicant 128 additional seats.
The restaurant is located inside the ROD
which means restaurants inside the area
do not need to provide on-site parking,
as the public parking is to be utilized by
the collective.
Removal of parking in the ROD will
impact the surrounding businesses.
Notices were released to the businesses
around the ROD and the City received
10 emails and or phone calls against the

approval and 1 in favor of the application.
Councilmember Dunlap said, “I go to
the coffee shop (Play) often and I have
to think that even with the great clientele
they’ve been able to build a great business, but how many people are going to
stop for an $8 coffee if they have to park
in a parking structure, walk across the
street, go through someone’s dining area
in order to get a cup of coffee only to
walk back to their car…this benefits
more people, more businesses as a parking lot.”
Councilmember Zahra Said “I am in
favor of outdoor dining but not at the
expense of others. This does not
enhance the other businesses or help
them in any way. There is also another
element of losing parking for the mobility challenged who may need to park
closer to some of these restaurants.”
Mayor Jung made a motion to deny
the
application
to
which
Councilmember Dunlap seconded. The
motion passed unanimously 5-0.

UPCOMING CITY MEETINGS
• November 14 at 6:30pm:
Parks and Recreation
• November 15 at 5:30pm:
City Council
• November 16 at 5pm:
Active Transportation

IN

COUNCIL CHAMBERS

• November 17 at 6pm:
Library Board of Trustees
• November 21 at 5pm:
Infrastructure & Resources
• December 5 at 4pm:
Transportation & Circulation
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Status of Imported Water Supplies
Northern California and Colorado River

Drinking water EPA Method 537.1 includes 18 PFAS analytes; All other matrices
were analyzed using the DoD QSM with 25 to 38 analytes.
FROM CALIFORNIA WATER BOARDS JAN 2022

Update
Experts laid out both dire and hopeful
presentations on the state of water in our
area at the Fullerton Infrastructure &
Natural Resources Committee last session of the year on November 7th.

Committee members Vice Chair Ryan
Alcantara,
and members Munish
Bharadwaja , Adel Hagekhalil, Ilse
Miranda, Mark Shapiro, Patricia Tutor,
and Lisa Wozab were present (Chair
Sebourn and member Miranda were
absent).

Status of North Orange County Groundwater
Basin Superfund Project
The North Orange County Basin been placed at 13 locations in North
(aquifer from which Fullerton pumps Orange County to determine the size of
75% of its water) became a Superfund the 7-mile-long plume with a focus on
Site in September 2020. The Superfund identifying source sites to clean up first
status allowed the EPA to become in the effort to curb the spread.
involved and for clean-up efforts to Monitoring wells have been located near
begin without waiting for the 20 identi- Nicolas Jr. High, at Porter Ave. and at
fied companies responsible for the pol- Baker Street in Fullerton.
lution to step up. EPA Region 9 Project
Vice Chair Alcantara and committee
Manager Larry Sievers startmember Tutor asked how
ed with the assurance that
treatable the pollutants are
water served to residents is
and when a solution will be
tested regularly and any
implemented.
Project
Vice Chair
problem wells are taken off
Manager Sievers answered,
line. He said, “currently five
“very
treatable…though
Alcantara
production wells and four
treating to drinking water
and
drinking water wells have
quality comes at a cost.” He
committee
been shut down due to conestimated it will take between
member
tamination
in
the
4 to 5 years to begin actual
Fullerton/Anaheim area.” (61
Tutor asked remediation, after the plume
wells have been shut down
extent has been discovered, a
how
throughout the entire North
finalized, a solution
treatable the plan
and central Orange County
selected, and public review
pollutants are takes place. Alacantara said,
area served by the aquifer.)
The clean-up involves high
and when a “Seems we have no society
levels of VOC (Volatile
without cleaning up drinking
solution
Organic Compounds) which
water quality despite the
will be
have been found in the shalcost.” Committee member
low aquifer and are leaking implemented. Shapiro asked how the effort
into the deep aquifer. The
to get the polluters to pay for
four main VOCs are TCE,
the cleanup was going so far.
PCE, 1,1 DCE, and 1,4
Sievers answered, “Raytheon
Dioxane. Others of interest
did come to the table to clean
are PFAS, perchlorate, nitrates, 1,2,3 up the Fullerton Airport well site, but the
TCP and 1,2 DCA. Committee Vice remainder have not come forward.” The
Chair Alacantara asked if the new EPA can charge polluters that fail to
cleanup remedies will also treat the come forward three times the cost of
PFAS problem. Sievers said. “Yes.”
clean-up. Resident Mark Willis asked
The EPA is partnering with OCWD as how long the remedy once put in place
the lead agency in the investigation. would run and Sievers said at least 60
Twenty-three monitoring wells have years.

City Council Study Session Agenda
November 15, 2022 - 4:30pm
Council
Chamber,
303 West
Commonwealth Avenue, Fullerton
Public Comments - City Council will
hear public comments on matters
appearing on the Study Session agenda conscerning Senate Bill 1383
(California's Short-Lived Climate
Pollutant Reduction law). The City has
contracted HF&H Consultants, LLC
(HF&H) to navigate the complexities
of Senate Bill 1383 (SB 1383) and
provide environmentally responsible

economic, financial,strategic planning
and management consulting services.
HF&H will lead a study session on the
implementation SB 1383. SB 1383
requires counties to take the lead collaborating with the jurisdictions located within the county in planning for
the necessary organic waste recycling.
Multiple Fox Block items on
November 15 council regular session
and an earlier meeting for an environmental issue downtown. See Nov 15
Council agenda backup for details.

The Metropolitan Water District
(MWD) is the nation’s largest water supply provider serving 19 million people
in six counties through 26 member
agencies including Fullerton. Demetri
Polyzos, of the MWD, spoke on the
challenges of the imported water system. Fullerton gets about 30% of its
water from MWD which imports it from
both the Northern Sierra through the
California State Water Project, and the
Colorado River. Polyzos said California
is experiencing “the driest three years
since 1984.” The Colorado is at the
lowest water condition ever. Storage
area at lakes Mead and Powell are at the

lowest levels ever.
“There will be insufficient supplies for
portions of the service area that are
dependent on the State Water Project
alone,” he said. Fullerton is not part of
that area but will be affected by the
California water official order to cut
usage from 15% to 5%. “There will be a
region wide water reduction plan for
2023 coming up. The community can
play a part by reducing water use,”
Polyzos said. Committee member
Shapiro noted that the mega drought “is
exacerbated by climate change. Even
when rains come it takes time to recover.
We need to think ahead,” he said.

Mike Markus, General Manager, of
Orange County Water District (OCWD),
had some good news - “The groundwater basin is in pretty good shape at about
half full. This is because recycled water
from the Groundwater Replenishment
System (GWRS) is used to recharge the
basin with highly treated wastewater
and we capture stormwater. Currently
about 30% (100 million gallons per day)
of OCWD production comes from the
GWRS and an additional 30 million gallons per day will be added in December
of this year with the new expansion of
the plant located in Fountain Valley,” he
said. OCWD is also working on
increasing storage level of Prado Dam.
Answering a question about the PFAS
problem affecting 37 wells countywide
and whether the new regulatory levels
would require more to be shut down,
Markus said that OCWD is adhering to
the new Regulatory Level (RL). “If
wells exceed the RL level, they are
taken out,” he said. OCWD provides
treatment for any well that reaches 80%
of the RL. The treatment plant in
Fullerton Kimberly 1 opened over a year
ago. More treatment plants are in construction.”
Resident Jane Reifer asked, “Could
we find out if oil fracking chemicals are
part of the problem, as has been stated
on environmental group sites?” Markus
said he didn’t know about that, “PFAS

appear to be from using the chemicals in
manufacturing.” (See Physicians for
Social Responsibility report link below)
Another resident asked how the treatment plants are funded. “OCWD is paying for 100% of the plant design and
construction and the city is contributing
half of the operations and maintenance
funding. We are suing manufacturers of
PFAS, Dupont, and 3M. The city is a codefendant,” Markus said. A successful
outcome would force the companies that
developed and manufactured PFAS to
pay for the clean-up, taking the burden
off taxpayers and ratepayers.
Committee member Tutor asked what
type of treatment Fullerton uses to get
rid of PFAS, what the difference is
between treatments, and how many
other cities are affected. Markus said
OCWD will be providing treatment to
59 wells (20 of which are completed
with the rest set to go online by end of
2023) in 11 water agencies. Fullerton
decided on the Granulated Activated
Carbon (GAC) treatment. All the other
cities chose the reverse ion model. Both
are similar in cost according to Markus,
but GAC also removes VOCs. Cities
affected besides Fullerton and Anaheim
include Seranno, Garden Grove,
Orange, Santa Ana, Tustin, and Yorba
Linda, which had to shut down all 10 of
its wells.

Status of Orange County Groundwater Basin

Overview of Fullerton Water System
An overview of the Fullerton Water
System was presented by City Public
Works Director Meg McWade who said,
“The Fullerton Domestic Water
Company was founded in 1906 and purchased by the city in 1913 for $12,500.”
She continued with many interesting
facts including: the system now serves
142,000 residents, has 30,000 service
connections, pumps 21.9 million gallons
per day (32.9 million during peak
demand), and has 11 wells (9 active)
with the oldest drilled in 1927. In addition, “the city has over 42 miles of
pipeline - half of which has exceeded its

useful life,” said McWade. The city has
7 MWD import connections and 12
booster stations, 67.5 million gallon
storage capacity, and one PFAS treatment plant. The city gets a combination
of imported water from MWD (State
Water Project & Colorado River) and
from the OCWD that manages the
groundwater aquifer which is recharged
by Santa Ana River flow and the Ground
Water Replenishment System. Last year
the city pumped 75% of its water and
imported the rest. “We will need another
water supply to add to this in the future,”
McWade said.

Drought and Conservation
Fullerton’s Water Quality Specialist
Delaney Felix spoke about the city’s
conservation and drought efforts. She
said that “the city is making efforts to
get to 15% reduction in water use, but
we are not quite there yet.” She said
overall a 6% reduction has been
achieved. About 23% of water is used by
industry and institutions and the remainder is used by residents. Parks &
Recreation set a conservative goal of
20% reduction of water to passive parks
and a 5% reduction in water used for
well-used parks, such as sports areas.
She said the city has sent restrictions on
landscape watering to households
through water bills and will be doing
that again as well as using the Fullerton
Observer to get the word out.

Several helpful programs are in place,
such as free conservation audits that residents can sign up for where technicians
will help determine if there are leaks in
the home water lines. In addition if
excess water use is observed, residents
can make a report by calling Be Water
Wise at 714-738-6744 or email:
waterconservation@cityoffullerton.com
For more information on PFAS visit
www.waterboards.ca.gov/pfas/
Visit OCWD.com for more on the
Groundwater Replenishment System
For Physicians for Social
Responsibility Report on PFAS in
fracking visit https://psr.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/fracking-with-forever-chemicals.pdf
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Day of the Dead
Dia de los Muertos is a holiday that
seems to be getting more popular as witnessed by three celebrations that took
place here in Fullerton recently. Usually
celebrated on November 1 and 2 in
Mexico and parts of Central and South
America, here the celebrations began on
Sunday, October 30th at the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center.
Along with food trucks, a bar with
beer and wine, and craft vendors, there
was a variety of entertainment and
impressive costumes, as you can see
here. This is certainly not Halloween,
but a day when people commemorate
their loved ones who have passed away.
It is actually a celebration of life, not
death, and ofrendas, which are temporary altars, are created featuring photos
and items that belonged to those being
honored.
Mike from Murphys, Sierra Nevada
The second celebration happened on
and Richard from Rancho Santa
November 2nd at Fullerton College in
Margarita visit downtown
the Quad.
and make a new friend.
And the third celebration was held in
SOCO alley on Saturday, November 5,
and locals not only took in the typical sights and sounds, but there were also a number of cars and many interesting artifacts all around the area. Hopefully you were
able to attend one or more of the celebrations.

Photo Quiz
Send answer to Mike at AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

New In Town: Water
Water. Lots of it. Actual rain, the first substantial downpour we have had in some
time. We need many more of these storms, but it’s a start. Maybe the ducks will even
return soon. Photo taken at Hillcrest Park.

This time Above: Where are these?
Last time on Right: Of course you knew it was the
venerable Roy’s Photo at that location for many years,
gone but not forgotten.
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K
!" by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 15)
"WATTLE

OU

NOW

ACROSS
1. Just ___ bit (some, in slang)
5. Shaped like a rainbow
10. Commanded
14. Rajah's wife
15. Tortilla chip dip
16. Game delayer
17. Unflattering term for sagging skin
19. Hydrox alternative
20. Formed a thought
21. Changes with the times
23. Dracula, at times
24. Not interested
26. "___ the hare-brained schemes..."
29. Fond du ___, Wis.
30. Seaside
34. Start of a newspaper article,
in journalese
35. Fool, to George Jefferson
37. Angsty music genre
38. Categorize
39. Genetic initials

40. Annual pre-feast run/walk
42. Former Angels pitcher Trevor
43. Concert venue
44. Blotto
45. "The Power of the Dog" actress
Kirsten
46. Actor Milo of "The Verdict"
48. "Good luck, ___" (last words on
the "Mission: Impossible" tape)
49. 1980's advertising "plunge"
52. Tributaries
56. Coup d'___
57. Abrupt cessation
60. "Come ___, bro!"
61. Venomous Asian snake
62. Weighty Brit. references
63. College in Portland, Ore.
64. Cheeky
65. "Hey ... over here!"

DOWN
1. Intro drawing class, often
2. Praise
3. About, on a memo
4. Friendly
5. Up to now
6. Think tank based in Santa Monica
since 1948
7. Only NFL team without a helmet
logo, on scoreboards
8. Bailout key
9. Senegal's capital
10. More comprehensive
11. Modern Maturity org.
12. What a person eats
13. "The Killing" actress Mireille
18. Catchall abbr.
22. Fix, as in beta
24. Munich's state
25. South American bobcat
26. "Get Here" gospel/soul singer
Adams
27. Thigh bone
28. Think the world of
29. Lead-in to Man Tate or Miss
Sunshine

31. LeBron's hometown
32. Coins
33. Hilton competitor
35. Johnny's successor on TV
36. Tyke
38. Discontinue
41. Tangled
42. Sweet used for gingerbread house
roofs, often
45. "Mon ___!"
47. HBO series starring Jean Smart
48. Landing pier
49. Close by
50. Cigar or kitchen add-on
51. Ditto
52. Banking org. founded during the
Great Depression
53. Barely manages, with "out"
54. Candy apple and fire engine
55. Method: Abbr.
58. Man-mouse connector
59. Charley of the 60's Orioles

Listen to the Fullerton Observer’s Podcast

Observing Fullerton

listen on Spotify, Apple Music, and see us on YouTube.

Ask about sponsoring Observing Fullerton podcast:
observer@fullertonobserver.com

Quilters Mary Fitzgerald and Jennie Hurst

Quilt Guild members sewing for charities
Quilt Guild members sewing quilts for
various charities we supported throughout the year.
The Guild donated 158 quilts, 67 pillow cases, and 119 placements to various organizations in Orange County.
The members of the Quilt Guild like to
share their fabric art projects with those
who need something personal to warm
their spirits.
North Cities Quilt Guild was founded
in 1996 and meets on the fourth Monday
evening of the month. Well known fiber
artists are invited to speak at these meet-

ings and member share their work as
well as help aspiring quilters to learn
new techniques and tricks to improve
their products.
The meetings are held at the Placentia
Presbyterian Church in the Key Center
located at 849 North Bradford Ave,
Placentia.
Guests are welcome at Quilt Guild
meetings which begin at 6:30pm and
end at 9pm.
Please check their website
for additional information.
www.northcitiesquiltguild.org
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EDUCATION FORUM

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno

The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
information available (714) 870-2800 or visiting www.fjuhsd.net

Scholarships and Grants in 2022
Deciding how to pay for university,
community college, or technical school
adds pressure on high school seniors
choosing post-graduation options.
Higher education opportunities cost significantly more compared to a generation ago, and financing further education
prevents some students from gaining
access to more productive careers.
Students can utilize scholarships and
grants to finance a portion of the costs.
FJUHSD schools offer students application and financing help through programs like Naviance, college information nights, and support staff counseling
sessions.
Scholarships and grants are financial
aids that students or parents are not
required to repay. Non-repayable financials are utilized by over 58% of all students to help ease the cost of higher education. (Think Impact) Misconceptions
about scholarships give students unrealistic goals concerning higher education
financing, leading some students to not
take advantage of available scholarships
and to take on additional student loans
that must be paid back whether they
graduate or not.
According to a meta study on scholarship statistics, United States higher education students could access over $138
billion in scholarships and grants in
2022, including over $7.4 billion in
scholarships. On average, undergraduate
students receive $7,400 in nonrepayable aid, but 97% of recipients
receive less than $2,500 per year. Over
40% of all scholarships are difficult to
find online and over $100 million in
scholarship money goes unclaimed each
year. (Bouchrika) Understanding how
scholarships and grants are defined and
accessed helps more students gain higher education opportunities.
Grants are distributed through schools
and federal aid programs, like Pell
Grants, to offset education costs for families and individuals, based on income.
Scholarships are awarded by educational, governmental, and private entities.
They separate into merit-based awards
covering academic, artistic, and athletic
skilled applicants, and income needbased awards. Only 35% require GPAs
over 3.5 and many scholarships focus on
particular skills, ethnicity, service, or
specific majors. Health service majors
are apportioned over 18% of all scholarships followed closely by humanities
and business majors. Technical Schools
account for 3.6% of all scholarship
money. (Think Impact; Henson; What to
Become)
Grants and scholarships pay one-fifth
of US higher education costs, accounting for a portion of the overall cost for a
quarter of all university students. The
federal government provides $48-$50
billion, accounting for over one-third of
all non-repayable subsidies, with educational grants next highest and state and
local government grants followed by
private scholarships. Corporations
advertise their scholarships, but spend
less than 3% of their profits on scholarships. All students thinking about
attending university, community college, or trade school should fill out the
FAFSA (Free Application for Federal
Student Aid) or the California Dream
Act form in their senior year.
Scholarship distribution consistently

reflects the most equity in gender allocation with female-identified persons
receiving 51%, compared to 49% for
male-identified persons. White students
receive 52%-62% of all scholarship
money, and people of color, mixed
races, or ethnicities get 38%-48% of the
money. (Henson) Even when students of
color receive more grants, they receive
less money per allocation. Private, nonprofit universities offer the greatest
number of grants, and for-profit schools
offer the least amount of non-repayable
help.
The most misunderstood and least
available are athletic scholarships. The
NCAA distributes $3.6 billion a year to
eligible collegiate athletics. That
accounts for less than 2% of all high
school athletes or about 177,000 scholarships nationwide. Men’s basketball
and football are the most recognized
awards, but all athletic scholarships are
only at Division I and II schools for both
men and women’s qualifying sports. In
addition to high athletic skills and
demanding academic requirements,
most of these scholarships are not guaranteed for four years and average $5,000
a year. These scholarships limit a student’s school options, are highly competitive, and depend on many factors
outside a student’s control. It behooves
all student athletes to explore additional
scholarship and grant options for financing their higher education.
Financing four-year college degrees
with grant money allows students
greater degree completion success. A
2016
longitudinal
National
Postsecondary Student Aid Study
showed that out of over 89,000 students,
those with scholarships and grants completed a four-year degree at a 15%
greater rate than students without financial support or with student loans. This
completion rate increase held over four,
five, or six years of schooling and across
all majors, including STEM majors.
(Kantrowitz) Students can get help
applying for scholarships through their
high school’s college and career support
staff and programs like Naviance.
Naviance provides students with selfreflection guides to identify careers that
fit with their personalities and interests.
It helps students discover which majors
and certificates they require for these
careers. The college search engine contains information concerning grants and
scholarships. Counselors and college
advisors know about student scholarship
opportunities and can give students and
families information concerning FAFSA
forms.
Families can find assistance about
financing higher education choices
through high school programs and support staff. Understanding scholarships
and grants options, asking for help, and
applying for all non-repayable money
for which a student qualifies increases
the success rate for students to graduate
with a degree that increases their chance
for additional higher paying and more
satisfying career opportunities.
Sources:
Bouchrika, Imed: Research.com
Henson, Melanie: educationdata.org
Kantrowitz, Mark: savingforcollege.com
Think impact: thinkimpact.com
What to Become: whattobecome.com
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES

by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on 2nd & 4th Tues
of each month at district headquarters, 1401 W Valencia Dr
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

November 9 Board Meeting:
FSD students received National recognition for their performances
this year at the 2022 National Speech & Debate Association Tournament.
Fisler: Stephanie Yi, Nikki Mahar,
Emily Hancock. Certificates: Alexis
Hernandez; Sera Yu; Reva Sobti; Ella
Kim; Sophia Gentile.
Ladera Vista: Includes feeder school
coaches
from
Richman
and
Orangethorpe; Amy Chung, Stephanie
Park; Ivy Ninofranco; Pam Keller.
Ninofranco.
Certificates: Audrey
Richman: Costa Gomez-Bueno; Zoe
Karaya
Orangethorpe: Molly Cooper; Maria
Lorraine Mercurio, Lilyanna Hoffman.

Laguna Road: Carole Ann Curley &
Amanda Gable. Certificates: Claire Yoo;
Shriya Gandhi; Janis Kim; Kailyn Choi;
Annette Lee.
Parks: Linda Wingfield & Corinne
Mosqueda. Certficates: Audrey Lee;
Cameron Kim; Yaretzi Martinez; Lily
Kim; Hailey Yoo; Aashna Dialani;
Aimee Rivera; Jane Kwak; Natalie
Hong.
Sunset Lane: Hannah Oh; Mahathi
Prabhu; Yena Oh; Emily Bleker.

FSD Substitute Teachers Raise
After analyzing the district’s current difficulty in maintaining current substitute
teachers and attracting new ones the district is raising the rate to $195 and raising long term assignment rate to $225.

chase order or contract the purchases of
equipment, materials or supplies without
advertising for bids if the board has
determined it to be the best interest of
the district.
•A Piggyback Bid and contract with
Fullerton Joint Union High School for
purchasing approved Shade & Fabric
Structure to bring down cost.
•The board approved a Notices of
Completion for New Dimension
General Construction ADA Compliance
repairs at the Bus “horseshoe curb area”
and improve the bus drop off area at
Pacific Drive; Completion of construction for asphalt concrete swale repairs
and renovations to Beechwood School,
including renovation of the main
entrance to the school; Completion construction asphalt repairs at front parking
lot at Pacific Drive and for construction
of 2 offices in portable classroom at the
Kindergarten area at Laguna Road
School; Completion of Playground
Walking area repairs located under the
Solar area at Golden Hill.

Special Weeks
Red Ribbon Week, Oct 24-28, focus is
on healthy lifestyle and theme of
“Celebrating life live Drug Free”.
School Administrator Week, Oct 9-15.
College Partnerships
A new Educational Affiliation
Agreement with Santa Ana’s College
Speech, Language,
Speech,
&
Pathology Assistance Program effective
Oct. 1, 2022 through June 30, 2027 was
approved. The College will have their
students complete clinical experience at
FSD to enhance their training.
California Baptist University has also
requested a new Field Experience
Agreement effective Sept. 22, 2022
through August 31, 2025.
Independent Contractor
A new independent Contractor
Agreement between FSD Nutritional
Services and Richard Diele for survey &
design consulting services from Oct. 2,
2022 thru Oct. 11, 2025 to develop modernization plan of the Middle & Junior
High schools’ kitchen and cafeteria programs, & existing Central Services
existing Central Kitchen, planning,
budgeting and oversight of the equipment replacement plan.
Agreements Approved
•An agreement approved for Pacific
Play system for purchase of recreational
equipment as needed throughout the district. The board may authorize by pur-

Non-Public School Agreements
•Approve nonpublic school master contract between FSD & Marden School
effective July 1, 2022 through June 30,
2023. Nonpublic schools serve those
students who are unable to receive free
and appropriate public education due to
the severity of the disability or the fact
that the student is a danger to self or others. Non-public schools are utilized
when all other educational placement for
students have been tried.
•Approve MOU between FSD &
Centralia School District for special
education program effective July 1,
2022 to June 30, 2023.
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YOUNG OBSERVERS

View Point by Mateo, 9th grade
Gun Violence: How do we stop it?
One of the key issues that needs to be
addressed urgently is the spate of gun
violence and weapon-related crimes
across the country. School shootings,
gang violence, suicides, and other types
of mass shootings have been trending
upward at a disturbing rate over the last
decade. From 1982 to 2002, there was
an average of less than two mass shootings a year (a mass shooting is described
as a shooting that resulted in three or
more deaths). Since 2002, however, that
number has jumped to an astonishing
five mass shootings a year. From the
Columbine shooting of 1999 to the
Uvalde shooting that occurred just this

year, and everything
else in between, these
tragedies claimed the
lives of far too many innocent souls,
young and old.
The United States has the highest rate
of gun violence worldwide by a wide
margin. Thus, our nation’s leaders are
working to prevent these senseless
killings. President Joe Biden began the
gun control movement in June of this
year by signing the first major gun safety law in decades. This act supports
funding of school safety and crisis intervention programs around the country.
Although it does not ban any weapons
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specifically, it is a great leap towards a
more controlled and protected environment.
This law also encourages more states
to join the party with their laws and limits. California Governor Gavin Newsom
signed a few new laws into place just a
month later in July. These bills prohibit
the marketing and advertising of any
gun-related products that are directed
toward minors, as they are vulnerable to
misinformation. They also restrict the
use of “ghost guns,” or weapons that are
built to be untraceable by authorities.
According to the Los Angeles Police
Department, these dangerous firearms
were involved in over 100 crimes in the
area just last year, so this change will
create a safer society in our state. These
major laws seek to prevent future shoot-

ings and gun violence, especially among
children and young adults. However,
there is one major issue that lawmakers
must consider when creating new gun
control laws. The people’s right to bear
arms is cemented into the U.S.
Constitution, so if their policies become
too restrictive, people may grow angry
and claim that they are being deprived of
their constitutional rights. This could
lead to various protests and riots across
the country, which is the last thing our
country needs right now. Despite this
grim possibility, these laws and bills are
slowly creating new opportunities for
stricter gun laws and regulations and,
hopefully, they will pave the way for
safer and more secure communities
throughout the nation.
Sources: www.gov.ca.gov/2022/07/

Teen Observer by Francine, 11th grade
Carrying on the Observer Legacy
Last month, the Fullerton Observer
celebrated its 45th anniversary. As a
columnist of eight years and youth editor of four years, I am honored to be part
of the Observer team.
The anniversary luncheon was a wonderful experience. I met many volunteers from the time the newspaper started, in 1978, to the present, and learned
about new projects, especially the podcast, "Observing Fullerton'' on Apple
Podcast. Being in the same room as
Irene Kobayashi, the oldest living
founder of the Fullerton Observer, who
still works on the paper, brought out the
fangirl in me.
I have heard fascinating stories of her
hard work, and when we got the chance
to chat, I was electrified by her passion
for the newspaper and her ardent desire
to keep the Observer legacy alive as she
remarked, "It made me so happy having
you and your Young Observer team in
the paper. I can now rest in peace."
Mrs. Kobayashi recalled that before
the youth section was added to the

newspaper in 2018,
the contributors consisted entirely of adults and seniors,
which she found concerning because
there was no path for continuity. Seeing
multiple tables filled with young people
who volunteer for the newspaper at the
anniversary celebration last month made
her feel hopeful.
Despite our age difference, I feel a
special connection to Mrs. Kobayashi
because of our common desire to serve
our community through the newspaper.
Initially, I wanted to be the voice of the
children in Fullerton. Eventually, I
formed the Young Observers Club to
recruit student volunteer contributors. I
may be going to college in two years,
but I plan to continue overseeing my
team with the help of a future youth editor who will be training for the role.
When the future youth editor transitions
to college, s/he will pass the baton to the
younger ones. This scheme will ensure
the continuity of the Young Observer
section.

What’s Trending? by Irene, 11th grade
Affirmative Action is Positive Action
Amid the college application season
where all my high school senior friends
and classmates are churning their brains
over personal statements and drowning
in exhaustion, I, an Asian American student, am faced with an obstacle — a
nationwide debate over affirmative
action and the role of race in the admissions process.
According to Cornell Law School,
“Affirmative action is defined as a set of
procedures designed to: eliminate
unlawful discrimination among applicants, remedy the results of such prior
discrimination, and prevent such discrimination in the future.” It was first
introduced in 1961 during the Civil
Rights era by U.S. President John F.
Kennedy’s Executive Order 10925.
Although it has existed since the 20th
century, these debates resurface each
year during the college applications season and have gained particularly more
traction this year, with credit due to the
October 31, 2022, Supreme Court hearings in opposition to the policy.
For context, in 2014, the Students for
Fair Admissions (SFFA) filed lawsuits
against Harvard College and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, under the defense that these prestigious universities had allegedly discrim-

inated against Asian
American applicants
based on their race.
With white activist Edward Blum at the
forefront of these movements, it is
painful for me, a low-income Asian
American student, to see my community
members fall into this narrative that antiaffirmative action efforts will improve
our college admissions experience.
Rather than supporting our journey in
higher education, Blum and his endeavors deliberately set Asian Americans up
against other communities of color.
The National Bureau of Economic
Research found that a whopping 43% of
white Harvard University admited students were recruited athletes, legacy students, relatives of donors also known as
the infamous dean’s interest list
(ALDCs), or children of faculty. The
study also suggested that 75% of these
students would have been rejected if not
for their white, ALDC status.
Affirmative action isn’t the true perpetrator that keeps Asian American students out of prestigious universities.
These very legacy admissions have
significantly more leverage on Asian
students’ acceptance rates than affirmative action does. And contrary to popular
belief, these highly selective spots are

Francine with Observer founders Irene Kobayashi (left) and Barbara Johnson
at the 45th Anniversary Luncheon of the Fullerton Observer.
not generously granted to “underachiev- on academic achievement and accounts
ing” Black and Latino students to play for a meaningful proportion of the score
the schools’ token minorities.
gap between Black and White test-takAffirmative action is all about inter- ers on most achievement measures.” So,
sectionality. I support holistic admis- in other words, it’s not that Black stusions because they take into
dents aren’t as academically
account race, gender, economic
outstanding or capable; it’s that
status, and nationality. Despite
without the resources and founour efforts to rid our country of
dations in K-12 school systems
racist institutions, we cannot
that support higher education, it
deny the fact that race contin- Affirmative is made virtually impossible for
ues to play a role in the quality
these marginalized groups to
action
of life.
achieve nearly as much as other
Black and Latino students provides the affluent students. And this is
have been historically margin- opportunity the direct consequence of sysalized. According to the U.S.
temic racism.
for all
Census Bureau, in 2021, 31%
Affirmative action provides
students,
of Black and African American
the opportunity for all students,
including including Asians, to be reprechildren and 23% of Hispanic
or Latino children in the U.S. Asians, to be sented in the admissions
experienced poverty. This com- represented process. And with studies that
pares drastically with the 11%
directly indicate the positive
in the
respectively for the nonbenefits of diversity in higher
Hispanic whites and the admissions education, I am a firm believer
process.
Asian/Pacific Islander populain these admission policies.
tion. While believers of raceAlthough I still have one year
blind applications persistently
left to experience the grueling
argue the need for more “meritand infamous college applicabased” measures, including
tion adventures, it’s important
standardized tests such as the
that students and adults, likeSAT or the ACT, in reality, these tests wise, get involved in this conversation.
are far from truthful when reflecting a It’s a heavy topic and a nuanced debate,
student’s academic ability. According to but supporting affirmative action brings
a research paper conducted by us one step closer to an equitable socieResearchGate that examines the rela- ty.
tionship between race, poverty, and SAT
Source: www.law.cornell.edu/wex/
scores, “income has a substantial effect
affirmative_action

THEATRE & REVIEW
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THEATER PERFORMANCES
THURS, FRI, SAT, SUN

through DEC 3
• She Kills Monsters: James D. Young
Theatre: Discovering truths in an imaginary world, we follow Agnes Evans as
she comes to terms with the death of her
mysterious teenage sister, Tilly. When
she finds Tilly’s Dungeons & Dragons
notebook, she embarks on an adventure
in the gaming world of Tilly’s refuge.
Filled with pop-culture references, this
drama-comedy set in the world of fantasy role-playing games is a surprisingly
sweet tale of friendship, loss, and
acceptance.
800 N State College Blvd, Fullerton.
$14 (657) 278-3371
pac-boxoffice@fullerton.edu

THURS, FRI, SAT, SUN
NOV 19 through DEC 23
• Santa Claus kidnapped by Martians!:
Maverick Theater: This holiday season
join Santa on a madcap adventure in
outer space! Performed with a light
hearted style that is suitable for children
and even cranky adults, this show is
restricted to ages 5 and up. $30/$15
(kids under 10)
110 E Walnut Ave, unit B, Fullerton
(714) 526-7070 mavericktheater.com

THURS, FRI, SAT

NOV 17 through DEC 3
• The Spitfire Grill: Bronwyn Dodson
Theatre: A feisty parolee follows her
dreams, based on a page from an old
travel book, to a small town in
Wisconsin and finds a place for herself
working at Hannah's Spitfire Grill. The
Grill is for sale, but there are no takers
for the only eatery in the depressed
town, so newcomer Percy convinces
Hannah to raffle it off. Entry fees are
one hundred dollars and the best essay
on why you want the Grill wins. Soon,
mail arrives by the wheelbarrow and
things really start cookin' at the Spitfire
Grill. $19
Chapman Ave & Lemon St, adjacent to
the entrance of the Campus Theatre
(1300 Building).
Fullerton College
321 East Chapman Ave, Fullerton
714-992-7150 nbertoni@fullcoll.edu
FRI, SAT, SUN
DECEMBER 9, 10, & 11
CHRISTMAS BINGO brings together
two of the best things about being
Catholic: Christmas and Bingo. The
show features the character of Mrs.
Mary Margaret O’Brien, a former nun
and current bingo caller.
In this interactive comedy, audience
members play actual bingo (for real
prizes) while also answering questions
about Christmas traditions.
You don’t have to be Catholic to enjoy
this show. But it pays to love bingo! $25
to $35
311 S Euclid St, La Habra
(714) 690-2900
https://thephantomprojectstheatre.com

The MistleTones at the Maverick

Join us November 29 to December 20 as The MistleTones ring in the
Christmas season with their own brand of hilarious holiday fun. Tickets $25
110 E Walnut Ave, unit B, Fullerton (714) 526-7070 mavericktheater.com

MID-NOVEMBER 2022

HITS &
MISSES
by Joyce Mason © 2022

TÁR: A Hit and a Miss
It is hard not to totally embrace a film
whose star provides a performance so
powerful and so convincing that she
commands the screen and seems never
to be acting. Cate Blanchett creates
world renowned conductor Lydia Tár,
who has conducted the Cleveland, the
Boston, the New York and the Berlin
symphony orchestras and who has just
completed a book entitled “Tár on Tár”
explaining her approach to classical
music, both contemporary and traditional.
We meet Lydia as she is being interviewed by real-life writer and critic
Adam Gopnik (playing himself) with an
effective series of questions and challenges that TÁR handles with no difficulty. The authenticity of this scene is
captivating and we find ourselves rooting for this remarkable woman who has
risen to the top of what used to be an allmale profession.
Following this introduction, Lydia is
viewed in a much longer scene actually
shot at Juilliard School of Music, where
Lydia is currently teaching a class in
conducting. Much has been written
about this ten or more minute scene that
writer-director Todd Field chose to film
in real time with no second takes. The
scene is mesmerizing to watch as Lydia
challenges a student’s approach to conducting music and his disdain for the
canonizing of dead, white composers
from past centuries.
Both of these opening scenes contain
hints of the Lydia that will gradually
unfold throughout the film. In responding to Gopnik’s question about the
importance of time for a conductor,
Lydia responds, “Time is the thing. You
cannot start without me. I am the one
who starts the clock.” This delight in the
power a conductor possesses proves to
be a foreshadowing of the kind of role
Lydia will play in the lives of those
around her. The scene shot at Juilliard
depicts Lydia mercilessly demeaning a
student’s opinions and taste. We see

more incidents of this imperious behavior as the film progresses.
After her stay in New York City, Lydia
returns to Berlin, where the first-chair
violinist of the Philharmonic is Sharon
(Nina Hoss), her domestic partner. Also
living with them is Lydia’s young
daughter, Petra (Mila Bogojevic).
Although very talented herself, Sharon
defers to Lydia both professionally and
domestically. Eight-year-old Petra
appears to be the only person in Lydia’s
orbit who receives genuine affection.
However, we do witness a scene in
which Lydia, after dropping Petra off at
school, seeks out a child who has been
mean to Petra and threatens her with a
forcefulness that any young child would
find terrifying.
We do hear some beautiful music in
TÁR, and when Lydia needs a cellist
capable of solo performances, she wisely chooses a young and enormously talented Russian, Olga (Sophie Kauer,
playing herself on screen). We get to
hear her performance in a Mahler symphony being recorded by the Berlin
Philharmonic orchestra, as part of a
boxed set of Mahler symphonies that
Lydia is recording.
Lydia’s taste is never questioned but
her tactics can be brutal and at one point
in the movie she is charged for accelerating deep depression in one of her performers, a despondency that leads her
former protégé Ketra to suicide. We see
some hasty cover-ups as Lydia deletes
old emails with Ketra and insists that her
personal assistant, Francesca (Noemie
Merlant), do the same.
TÁR will undoubtedly receive much
attention as nominations for Academy
Awards are made. Cate Blanchett, who
appears in every scene of this two and a
half hour film, will certainly receive
recognition for her brilliant performance. Also, to be considered for a writing award is Field’s sophisticated script,
reflecting a prodigious knowledge of the
artistic world where genius is often
rewarded but can be demolished when
the behavior becomes egregious.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

I Saw it in the Observer Calendar
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Book Signing and Comedy at Mo’s Music
SATURDAY DEC. 3 from 2 to 6pm

DAN JOYCE will be signing his new book, the Unlikely Prophet while you
listen to the comedic talents of Patrick Leborio, BigAdrian Lopez and friends.

Mo’s Music Center 121 N Harbor Blvd Downtown Fullerton
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Music

Art
Shows

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
• 7:30pm: SYNERGY Vocal Jazz
Jazz Lab Band Series
Adult $10.00, Child $5.00
Fullerton College Campus Theatre
321 East Chapman Ave Fullerton
(714) 992-7142 music@fullcoll.edu
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
• 7:30pm: SYMPHONY CONCERT
The Fullerton College Symphony is a
full orchestral ensemble comprised of
Strings, Winds, Brass, and Percussion.
The orchestra is comprised of undergraduate music majors and non-music
majors who perform at a high level.
Adult $10.00, Child $5.00
Fullerton College Campus Theatre
321 East Chapman Ave Fullerton
(714) 992-7142 music@fullcoll.edu
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
• 7:30pm: Treble and Bass Chorale
GENERATIONS: a concert on music
that reflects on the passage of time.
Join us for an evening of tuneful folksongs, buoyant barbershop, and vibrant
South African anthems as we ruminate
on the music and culture we inherit
from generations before us. Featuring
student-led a cappella groups.
Adult $10.00, Child $5.00
Fullerton College Wilshire Auditorium
321 East Chapman Ave Fullerton
(714) 992-7142 music@fullcoll.edu
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18
• 3pm: CSUF Symphonic Winds
Classical Music $10
CSUF Meng Concert Hall
800 N State College Blvd, Fullerton
(657) 278-3371
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
• 6pm: Cello Choir
Classical guitar $5
CSUF Recital Hall
800 N State College Blvd, Fullerton
(657) 278-3371
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
• 8pm: Symphonic Winds
Classical Music $5
CSUF Meng Concert Hall
800 N State College Blvd, Fullerton
(657) 278-3371

Fullerton
Museum Center

THROUGH DECEMBER 30
Picturing America’s Pastime:
The Hall of Fame’s collection of
approximately 350,000 unique
images is the world’s premiere repository of baseball photographs, spanning well over 150 years of the
sport’s history accompanied by the
words of those who were there.
Fullerton Museum Center,
301 N Pomona Ave.
(714) 738-6545
fullertonmuseum.com
THROUGH DEC 8
• M-F: 10am-5pm & Sat-Sun:
12pm-4pm:
Intercultural:
Intercultural is an award winning
critically acclaimed art exhibition
created by Interdisciplinary Artist
Sheinina Lolita Raj with Sound Art
collaboration by two time Grammy
winner Nelly Furtado.
At The Muckenthaler
1201 W Malvern Ave, Fullerton
714-738-6595 info@themuck.org

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19
• 8pm: CSUF Jazz Singers
Jazz Music $10
CSUF Meng Concert Hall
800 N State College Blvd, Fullerton
(657) 278-3371
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3
• 10am: Pop-Up Family Class:
Felting Ornaments
with Sarah Clifton
Learn felting techniques with artist
Sarah Clifton to make hand-made
ornaments! Bring the whole family!
Cost per person: $35
The Muckenthaler Cultural Center
714-738-6595 info@themuck.org
1201 W. Malvern Ave, Fullerton

Certified
Farmers Market
EVERY WEDNESDAY

OPEN

•8:30am-12:30pm:
It is small, BUT they have the best
avocados, apples, oranges,
lemons, strawberries, honey, nuts
and tamales!

Fullerton Community Center
340 W Commonwealth Ave
Support local farmers!
No farmers . . . No food!

INTERWOVEN:

ANN WEBER AND JASON KEAM
through November 28th, 2022
Interwoven is an exhibition featuring
works by renowned sculptor Ann Weber
and muralist/painter/animator Jason
Keam. Both artists are recognized for
their large-scale styles of meandering
shapes and colors that on the surface
impact the viewer with the enormity in
scale before recognizing the intimate
qualities within. The works in this exhibition take us on a journey allowing for
an experience of connection that is interwoven with isolation. The beauty of
abstract work is that the viewer completes the piece based on personal experiences. In this post-pandemic environment, the sense of connection is what is
desired yet questioned. This exhibition
will be accompanied by a lecture by
each artist.
Fullerton College Art Gallery Rm 1004
321 East Chapman Ave, Fullerton
(714) 992-7271 art@fullcoll.edu
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FEATURE
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Above:Commemorative Plaque by historic La Habra Bell
Below: Bell at La Habra's Birthplace PHOTOS BY EMERSON LITTLE

La Habra Boulevard of the Bells

PHOTO BY EMERSON LITTLE

VIDEO OBSERVER

by Emerson Little © 2022
www.youtube.com/channel/UCBH6THuTKER5TrjoSRjw0ww/videos

La Habra’s Boulevard of the Bells
Honors History
At the corner of La Habra Boulevard
and Euclid, there’s a green replica bell
set back from the street and mounted
within a large piece of a mission-style
wall. A plaque placed at an angle at the
base of the wall marks this spot as “La
Habra’s Birthplace.” The historic bell
and plaque caught my attention as I was
stopped at the intersection one day, and
seeing them made me want to learn
more about the city’s history.
According to what is written on the
plaque, “The first post office, officially
naming this settlement ‘La Habra,’ was
granted in 1896 and was established in a
corner of Coy’s Store, located on this
site. El Camino Viejo, the old road
between missions, passed this corner,
which became a central trading point in
the fertile La Habra valley.”
In 1976, the plaque was placed by the
Orange County Board of Supervisors
and Orange County Historical
Commission to designate the street corner as Historical Site Number 21,
according to an inscription below the
County of Orange seal at the plaque’s
base. On September 17, 1987, another
plaque was positioned at that same location to “dedicate this monument in celebration of the bicentennial of the United
States Constitution, which was adopted
200 years ago today.”
Before the community of La Habra
was founded, it was part of Rancho
Canada de La Habra, a 6,698 acre ranch
owned by Don Mariano Reyes Roldan,
according to the City’s website. “The
year was 1839, and the name referred to
the ‘pass through the hills,’ the natural
pass to the north first discovered by
Spanish explorers in 1769. In the 1860s,
Abel Stearns purchased Rancho de La

Habra. Soon thereafter, heavy flooding,
followed by a severe drought, brought
bankruptcy to many cattle ranchers.”
In 1896, the community was formally
founded, and named “La Habra” once a
United States Post Office opened inside
a corner store. According to Eric
Brightwell’s website, California Fool’s
Gold, a man named W.J. Cole founded
the town, and his brother-in-law,
Zachary T. Coy, opened the first store,
Coy’s Store.
Coy was La Habra’s original postmaster. His store was located at the crossroads of Central Avenue and Euclid, the
same spot where the La Habra Civic
Center is today. Central Avenue “ran
east-west through the center of the village of La Habra” and was later renamed
La Habra Boulevard, according to an
image from the La Habra Historical
Museum.
Today, there’s a replica El Camino
Real bell situated on the side of the La
Habra Civic Center facing Euclid. It’s
one of several replica bells that commemorate the original El Camino Real
route, which passed through the area
during the mission days. According to
the City of La Habra’s website, replica
1906 bells have been placed at significant sites along that route.
Looking up at the street sign, I noticed
that this historical corridor is now
named “The Boulevard of the Bells.” In
fact, according to the October 1988
issue of Orange Coast Magazine, there
was a recognition ceremony of the old
El Camino Real bells held for the
Centennial year, at which time, La
Habra Boulevard was dedicated as the
“Boulevard of the Bells.”
According to a July 2003 Los Angeles

Times article written by Brady
MacDonald, “The trail through Orange
County, at least as it was mapped by the
Auto Club of Southern California in
1912, closely follows Interstate 5 from
San Diego County, zigzags through
Santa Ana, heads north along Anaheim
and Harbor boulevards, then makes a
sharp left on La Habra Boulevard
toward Whittier.” I drove down La
Habra’s Boulevard of the Bells and
counted at least eight replica bells, with
each side of the street containing bell
posts spaced out at varying distances.
On La Habra Boulevard, just east of
Harbor, I spotted the City of La Habra’s
crest positioned just above the words
“Boulevard of the Bells” on a concrete
sign reminiscent of mission architecture.
Almost every bell post beyond that point
had a small plaque on the sidewalk at its

base commemorating a historic part of
the community.
For example, by a bell situated close to
a senior living home, there was a sidewalk plaque that read, “The first commercial avocado grove in Orange
County was nearby.” I believe the sign
was referring to the fact that La Habra
postman Rudolph Hass “originated the
popular Hass avocado in La Habra
Heights” during the late 1920s, according to a 2016 article Chris Jepsen wrote
for the Los Angeles Times. It would
make sense as La Habra’s city tree is the
avocado.
So, the next time you’re driving down
La Habra Boulevard, keep an eye out for
the green bells labeled with the words
“El Camino Real” because that means
you’re driving on the Boulevard of the
Bells.

Be part of the Observer Team Volunteer for:
• Calendar curating and layout
• Art Gallery & Mural reporter
• Distribution (every Monday)
Writers dedicated to informing the public about:
• OC Water District, • Planning commission, • Parks and Rec,
• OC Power Authority, • Affordable and Fair housing,
• Transportation, • OC Board of Supervisors, and Crime Trends

Email: observer@fullertonobserver.com
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HEALTH

Awareness

Save Sunrise
Village Update
The Save Sunrise Village team, a
group of neighbors in support of revitalizing the shopping center on Euclid and
Rosecrans, met prior to the November
9th Planning Commission meeting to
discuss the ‘revised’ plans submitted by
the developer (Shopoff Realty
Investments). Members noticed that
there appeared to be some inconsistencies between what they read and the
potential of what the developer can do,
once approved.
“Our first priority has always been to
revitalize and save Sunrise Village as a
commercial center and bring back to our
community the much needed services
and businesses we have lost due to poor
management,” said Save Sunrise Village
member Carol. “Language is a powerful
tool and what you hear doesn't necessarily mean that’s what you’ll end up with.
The word “Tentative” track map is a perfect example. In what sense is the word
“Tentative” legally binding?” she asked.
Other issues were also raised.
In addition, the group requested Arnel
Dino recuse himself as they felt there

by Jo Ann Brannock, Ph.D. © 2022

Thanksgiving:
A time for family get togethers
was a blatant conflict of interest as they
learned James O'Malley, the Pines
spokesperson from Shopoff Realty
Investments, attended Dino’s inaugural
kick-off campaign when running for
City Council (a photo was shown last
night). After consulting with the City
Attorney during a break, Dino was told
he had to recuse himself on the basis of
his conflict of interest on the Sunrise
Village project. However, because chairperson Doug Cox unexpectedly left the
meeting at the beginning, that left only 2
Commissioners - Gambino and
Carvahlo. Therefore there was no quorum and nothing was resolved other than
a continuance until Wed, Dec 7th.
The neighbor group is hoping residents in support of keeping the shopping
center will attend. "We feel strongly that
together we can make a difference,"
Carol said.

PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY continued from front page
their emergency departments and inpatient pediatric units.
“While there isn’t a vaccine against
RSV, we want OC residents to know
there are many ways to protect children
and at-risk individuals. Following preventive measures, including remaining
up to date with other vaccinations such
as flu and COVID-19, can help reduce
the severity of disease and can help
reduce the burden on hospitals this fall
and winter,” said Dr Regina ChinsioKwong, County Health Officer and
HCA's Chief Medical Officer. “Our best
shot at protecting ourselves and our children from respiratory illnesses continues
to be the same things we practiced
throughout the pandemic including the
use of masks when indoors around others and staying home when you are
sick.”
Seek medical attention immediately if
your child is showing warning signs,
which may include having trouble
breathing, showing signs of dehydration
(i.e., no urine in over 8 hours, dark
urine, very dry mouth and no tears), has
a persistent or high fever, or looks or
acts very sick. Call your primary care

provider, a pediatrician, urgent care or
hospital to help navigate steps to recommended care before your visit.

PREVENTATIVE ACTIONS:

 Do not go to school or work when
you are symptomatic.
 Avoid close contact such as kissing,
hugging, and sharing cups or eating
utensils with people who are sick, and
when you are sick.
 Cover your coughs and sneezes with
a tissue or your upper shirt sleeve, not
your hands.
 Mask when indoors or in large group
settings.
 Wash your hands frequently, especially before and after eating and using
the bathroom.
 Get your flu shot and COVID-19
vaccines to prevent complications
from these viral illnesses.
Additionally, parents and caregivers
should keep young children with acute
respiratory illnesses out of childcare,
even if they have tested negative for
COVID-19.
For more information visit
www.cdc.gov/rsv/about/prevention.html

Alcohol Licenses continued from front page
The commissioners also approved a
conditional use permit to expand the
Type 47 ABC license of the
Commonwealth restaurant located in the
Williams building to the second and
third floors, which are existing event
venues.
Two administrative law judges have
stated that there is an “overconcentration” of licenses in downtown Fullerton,
which means that further applications
should be denied. However, that rule is
overcome by the applicant for a retail
bona fide eating establishment if they
“show(s) that public convenience or
necessity would be served by the
issuance,” Business and Professional
Code Section 23958.4.
B&P Code Section 23987 requires
that notice of an application for a license
to sell alcohol be sent to the chief of
police, the city council, and the city
planning director. The city and/or the
police chief then has 30 days to file a
protest against another license being
issued.
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In Fullerton, in 1985, the director of
development asked then-Mayor Julie Sa
to send a letter to the ABC department
directing that notice be sent only to his
department. That department just files
the notices. No Fullerton council or
planning commission has apparently
ever questioned this.
In 2008, a Downtown Working Group
assembled by the Fullerton city manager
reported that the downtown was costing
the taxpayers $935,000 over and above
the sales taxes collected. Then four
police officers were hired for downtown
for a cost of $412,000, bringing the total
cost of maintenance and enforcement
within the eight square blocks to
$1,347,000.
The website PourSafe states that the
cost to taxpayers for each bar/restaurant
in downtown Fullerton is $14,796.
B&P Code Section 23815 states: “It is
hereby determined that the public welfare and morals require that there be a
limitation on the number of premises
licensed for the sale of distilled spirits.”

Thanksgiving Day is a holiday in the games, and watching the New York City
United States, Canada, Germany, and Macy’s holiday parade on television.
I remember Thanksgiving with
Japan to celebrate the blessings of the
past year. The first Thanksgiving is Friendship Families, in the days of H.
believed to have happened in 1621 when Lynn Sheeler, president of Fullerton
the [colonists] Pilgrims of Plymouth College from 1950 to 1969. Dr.
hunted for geese and ducks, killing Sheeler’s wife, along with the YWCA,
enough to serve people for almost a assigned students from other countries
week. It is estimated that about 90 to local families who volunteered to be
American Wampanoag Indians surprised their emotional and social support. It is
the 50 plus colonists with venison and with fondness that I look back to the stufowl and possibly fish, eel, shellfish, dents over the years from India, Africa,
stews, vegetables, and beer to join the and China who were our guests. These
events were an integral part
feast
(Encyclopedia
of my children’s growing up
Britannica, 2022).
and accepting people differThey played games by runent from them.
ning races, firing guns, and
Let us celebrate our blessdrinking liquor. It was a disings together as a nation with
orderly affair with people sitting on the ground, eating
This is what others regardless of political
their plates full of food and Thanksgiving party affiliation; race and/or
color; religious backstruggling to speak in broken
means – a time skin
ground; sexual preference; or
English and Wampanoag.
During that event, a treaty to be grateful that they are simply “different” from us. For we all are
was sealed between the two
for what
people of this world.
groups that lasted only a year
we have
I was moved by an article
when hundreds of colonists
and also
written by a homeless person
and thousands of Native
to extend our and thought of others who
Americans lost their lives
are probably going to be
during King Philip’s War.
gratitude
George Washington was to others who alone this Thanksgiving.
There are so many people
the first American president
may need a
who are alone during the holto call for an official
Thanksgiving holiday. It was helping hand! idays for various reasons:
some because of estrangeduring the Civil War that
ments or deaths in the family,
President Lincoln prosome who are homeless,
claimed a National Day of
some going through a mental
Thanksgiving to be celebrathealth
crisis,
etc.
ed on Thursday, November
Thanksgiving is a time to not
26th, and it followed thereafter to be the fourth Thursday in only think of our blessings but to be kind
November. Each year, the President of and think of others who are less fortuthe United States issues a Thanksgiving nate.
We need to extend our compassion to
Day proclamation to spare one turkey’s
life; unfortunately the remainder of those in need whether it be food, shelter,
turkeys are not so lucky. According to and/or emotional support. As an examthe website Turkey Facts, as many as ple of the true meaning of Thanksgiving,
88% of Americans eat turkey at I know of a person who is planning to
Thanksgiving, which is around 46 mil- get a permit and serve coffee and rolls to
lion turkeys eaten in a year (N.A. Finn, the homeless on the morning of
Thanksgiving Day. This is what
2022).
Thanksgiving is the most traveled time Thanksgiving means – a time to be
of year, with people going to gather and grateful for what we have and also to
celebrate with their families and friends. extend our gratitude to others who may
The airports and highways are extreme- need a helping hand! If you know of
ly crowded.
Entertainment for someone who will be alone for
Thanksgiving includes watching college Thanksgiving, invite them to be a part of
and professional football games, playing your festivities.
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Rest in Peace

Frederic L. Steinke 1941-2022
Frederic L. Steinke, a
wonderful husband, father,
and grandfather, passed
away on October 26, 2022,
in Fullerton, CA, at the age
of 81.
Fred was born to Frederic
and Dorothy Steinke on
March 26, 1941. Fred met
the love of his life, Karen
Lynch, in San Leandro while square
dancing, and married her on June 8,
1963. After graduating with a BS in
Industrial Engineering from the
University of California, Berkeley,
Fred joined the Navy as Ensign and
served in Hawaii in the Supply Core
(as a Fuel Branch Officer). In 1967,
Fred and Karen moved back to CA
where he started his 34-year career
with General Mills.
Fred is survived by his wife, Karen,
his 4 children, Andy (Yang) Steinke,
Marielle (Bobby) Durrett, Suzanne
(Dixon) Steinke, and Danielle Steinke,
and 7 grandchildren, Rachael (Will)
Loomis, Michael Steinke, Gabrielle,
Hannah, and Lydia Durrett, and Finn

and Annika Slingerland.
Fred was a loving father who
enjoyed spending time with
his children by being a Boy
Scout leader, softball coach,
camping enthusiast, and
attending all their many and
varied activities. When he
became a grandpa, he loved
bragging about his stellar
grandchildren and their many accomplishments! No one he met was
immune!
Fred enjoyed sports and attended
many games, especially the Angels.
He also had a love of theater and had
season tickets for many years to La
Mirada Theatre for the Performing
Arts, Cerritos Center for the
Performing Arts, and Fullerton Civic
Light Opera.
Fred will be remembered for always
having a quote for every situation!
Some of his favorites were: “Study
nature, not books,” “Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny,” and “There’s no
such thing as a bad cookie!” These
quotes live on in his family.
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Andrew Louis Ersek 1937-2022
Andrew was born in
Hungary and emigrated to
the United States with his
parents, Joseph and Anne
and his sister, Julie, in
December of 1948. They settled in Anaheim where he
went to St Boniface Grade
School, Anaheim High
School and graduated from Mater Dei
High School in 1956. He went on to
receive a bachelor's degree in
accounting from CSULB. In 1962 he
married Marion O'Brien with whom
he was set to celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary this November!
Andrew was very involved in his
community. He was a longtime active
member of St Boniface parish in
Anaheim and most recently a member
of St Juliana parish. He was a 40 +
year member of the Orange North
Rotary Club. His weekends were
spent attending car shows, driving his
classic cars in local parades, homecomings and other charitable events.
His love of cars led him to actively
recruit cars for the Muckenthaler Car
show which led him to joining the
board of the Muckenthaler Cultural
Center. He was very social and always
had a full lunch schedule. The days
were for car shows but the evenings
were for poker games with his lifelong friends.

Anybody that knew him
knew there was only 1 color
in his spectrum --- Red.
But his greatest joy was his
family. He enjoyed spending time with his grandchildren, mentoring them on
saving
and
managing
money.
We are heartbroken for the loss. He
was a kind, understanding, gentle and
generous man. He overcame many
recent challenges with strength, dignity and perseverance. He was an inspiration in how to live life. He will be
greatly missed by all.
He is survived by his wife Marion,
children and their spouses Mark Ersek
(Allison), Craig Ersek (Kristine), Teri
Garcia (Tim), Patti Anderson (Steve)
and his 10 grandchildren, Matthew,
Holly, Mitchell, Riley, Nick, Ryann,
Taylor, Drew, Trent, Daryn, great
grandchild to be baby Loftus, and his
sister Julie Agin.
Rosary will be November 13th,
7pm, St Juliana Church in Fullerton.
Celebration of Life will be held
November 14th,10am, St Juliana
Church in Fullerton. Red attire and
cowboy boots encouraged, no ties.
In lieu of flowers please consider
donating to Tunnel to Towers
Foundation (T2T.org) in his name.

Our Brothers and Sisters who died
in Orange County “Without Fixed Abode”
(Homeless) in September 2022
(source: OC Coroner’s Office)

FOR SALE
The Trustees of First Christian Church, Fullerton are selling

4 cemetery plots at Brea Memorial Gardens
They can be purchased individually or as a group.

Contact the Church Office
at 714-525-5525 if interested.

Chris VILLALOBOS SR. died on Sept 1st in Orange
Robert WHORTON died on Sept 3rd in Huntington Beach
Joel WORTH died on Sept 4th in Newport Beach
Billy CARR JR. died on Sept 4th in Los Alamitos
Jason LONG died on Sept 4th in Newport Beach
Scott ROBINSON died on Sept 7th in Dana Point
Bradford ALLEN died on Sept 7th in Anaheim
Gary WARBRICK JR. died on Sept 7th in Fountain Valley
Roger HANKINS died on Sept 8th in Orange
Mark RUBIDOUX died on Sept 9th in Anaheim
Anthony CORDOVA JR. died on Sept 9th in Santa Ana
Austin DEROBERTIS died on Sept 10th in Placentia
Kay REEVES died on Sept 11th in Garden Grove
James HELMS died on Sept 13th in Garden Grove
Steven BLOOM died on Sept 13th in Fountain Valley
Daniel DUBOIS died on Sept 14th in Placentia
Jeanette BREAUX died on Sept 14th in Los Alamitos
Louis ORNELAS died on Sept 14th in Newport Beach
Scott BEST died on Sept 14th in Huntington Beach
Tyler ANDREWS died on Sept 14th in Irvine
Jesus ROSAS PAQUE died on Sept 14th in Anaheim
Denis WINSBY died on Sept 14th in San Juan Capistrano
Hilda SARAVIA-LINARES died on Sept 16th in San Juan Capistrano
Moises MEJIA died on Sept 16th in Santa Ana
Jack WILLIAMS, JR. died on Sept 16th in Orange
Juan REYES died on Sept 16th in Anaheim
Channing CARDEN died on Sept 17th in Garden Grove
Michael DATUIN died on Sept 18th in San Juan Capistrano
Raul MOLINA GARCIA died on Sept 19th in Santa Ana
Jennifer SPEER died on Sept 19th in Orange
Michael BARILLA died on Sept 21st in Huntington Beach
Irene VASQUEZ died on Sept 21st in Anaheim
Daniella MIELE died on Sept 22nd in Fountain Valley
Kyle DINSMORE died on Sept 23rd in Anaheim
Deborah HOLMES died on Sept 23rd in Costa Mesa
Skyler COOPER died on Sept 23rd in Huntington Beach
Norman DOIRON died on Sept 26th in Newport Beach
Amber GARCIA died on Sept 27th in Garden Grove
Rigoberto RAMOS died on Sept 27th in Laguna Hills
John MILLON died on Sept 28th in Anaheim
Margarita LUNA died on Sept 29th in Santa Ana
Armando ESTRADA-URCINO died on Sept 29th in San Juan Capistrano

May they rest in peace.
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abuses and their charges are fitting.
However, they do not cover and critique
their own sins of omission and commisby Jon Dobrer © 2022 • JonDobrer@mac.com
sion.
The mainstream media, print and TV,
also incite anger and promote conflict.
They feature arguing, incivility, and
insults. They define the teams and play
to their own team. CNN, Fox, and
Wasn’t the election terrible—especial- Matter protests. There were virtually no MSNBC all know their audiences and
ly election day with all the armed cameras during the peaceful protests in they work assiduously to keep them
MAGA maniacs intimidating voters, the afternoon when men, women and involved. With BREAKING NEWS
fights at polling places and the intimida- children came out to march and carry (that could be days old) they tease us to
tion at drop boxes? My God, the streets signs. From the studios, the pundits and remain engaged and to become anxious
ran red in the blood of voters who sim- prognosticators promised that
and fearful.
ply wanted to have their votes cast. And things would turn ugly after
They may not put out as
isn’t it terrible how every Republican dark. They further promised
much made-up stuff as social
who lost protested “We wuz robbed,” that they would have their
media, but they actively cover
and refused to concede and promised lit- teams of anchors, reporters
the bad news, the conflicts and
igation.
and embedded correspondents
not the moments of cooperaOh, you don’t remember the blood there for full coverage. They
This is not tion. To be sure, political
bath and the flying bullets, not to men- sold the coming violence, and
about right or cooperation across the partition the Molotov Cocktails? Well, that’s to some limited extent, they
san divide might be rare, but
understandable because none of this caused it. Cameras can cause left, liberal or we don’t really know how rare
conservative. or how frequent because it is
happened in any significant number. In performance.
the same way that “voter irregularities”
In this election cycle, we It is about the not covered.
happen but not often, so bad sports and have been fed the accurate
accumulation The news cliché, “If it
bad actors showed up but in tiny num- observation of the dangers of
bleeds, it leads,” is true for
bers that did not change the voting pat- manipulation by social media. of power and political discourse. The maintern or stop the voting.
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter the control and stream media covers the
We were primed for catastrophe, for all operate on the model of manipulation “horse race,” who is up or
conflict, and even for violence. By getting people into dialogue
of the public down, where the momentum
whom? By the media—mainstream and or better yet fights. They push
is and what is going to hapby what is
social. Why? I’ll tell you. The promise page-views for their own
pen. It does not often cover
marketed
of violence and conflict sells: they profit. They are fonts of both
the actual issues, the chalattract eyes to read and fingers to click. misinformation and disinforas news.
lenges that could either divide
Every click, every page view is mone- mation. And they don’t care as
us or unite us. It cherry picks
tized. We were set up.
long as they get the pagespokespeople to take sides and
If this were only about attracting an views. Much of social media
debate. This creates fire but
audience who is enticed to view rage consists of bad actors purveyseldom light.
and violence, it might be tolerable. ing often unreliable but
Why do they (Ok, “We”) do
However, this kind of coverage and cat- provocative information.
this? To get views, to sell
astrophism also attracts bad actors, peoWho is telling us this? The
advertising, to make money. Remember
ple who want to perform for the promise mainstream media, the cable channels Soap Operas were so named because the
of cameras and reporters and coverage. and even the newspapers. They are all purpose of the entertainment was to
Take the coverage of Black Lives happy to call out social media for their

Out of My Mind

Democracy Dodged a Bullet
(That Wasn’t Fired)

LETTERS TO EDITOR
Try to provide deeper coverage on the
homeless deaths that you list.
Thanks, Dean Q Fullerton
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
I am happy to be an Observer subscriber. Fullerton is lucky to have such
talented and dedicated people put out
such timely, interesting, and well written
material.
Our city has flaws for sure, but our
local paper is a point of pride.
Gratefully, Greta N Fullerton
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Thank you so much for this amazing
newspaper. I read each issue thoroughly,
eager to learn what is happening in our
community.
Enclosed is a check for our annual
subscription, plus a little extra for
expenses.Keep up the good work!
Sara C Fullerton
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Keep up the good work and providing
accurate and complete information so
democracy can function.
Peggy L Fullerton

Re the Fox block: the Observer
quotes a citizen: “The Fox Block will
create an activity for kids, teens and
adults who don’t want to go clubbing.
Something to do in the downtown
area...” I see the Fox block plans as
nothing but 15 restaurants, a brewery
and a lounge. Oh, a stage for live entertainment? No retail. No shops at all.
Not even an arcade for playing games.
We already have 50-some restaurants
downtown.
And destruction of a natural waterway
resource. We could have done something with that. Other cities with creeks
through their downtowns have developed paths and shops alongside them.
Retail is scarce downtown. And the
city staff -“planners”- tried to put two of
them out of business for another bar.
See staff report for last September 15
planning commission.
What a lost opportunity, this Fox
Block plan! But I guess it complies with
the city motto, adopted after the Norton
Simon debacle: “Whatever we can do
great, we’ll do mediocre.”
Judith A. Kaluzny Fullerton

CORRECTION REQUESTED:

Hillsdale College in Michigan asked for a correction to the article, WHY
EVERYONE SHOULD CARE ABOUT THE SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES EVEN IF YOU
DON’T HAVE CHILDREN, that ran in the Early November 2022 issue. The correc-

tion can be seen online:
fullertonobserver.com/2022/10/25/1776-curricula-fullerton-election-trump/

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION:

keep people watching for the commercials—often for soaps, detergents and
deodorants. We go on air, send out digital images, and put ink on dead trees to
sell advertising.
The “we” I refer to is not the Fullerton
Observer that does not live or die by any
one, two or three major advertisers. Our
motto should be, “The Observer is small
enough to tell the truth.” We have a
point of view and make no secret of it,
but that is different from the large media
conglomerates that wield immense
power. When the richest man in the
world, Elon Musk, has not only Twitter
but rockets, we are in a new media
world. When Jeff Bezos controls much
of American retail and also owns the
Washington Post, it should concern us.
When Rupert Murdock owns TV stations, radio stations, tabloid rags and the
Wallstreet Journal—as well as foreign
media—we should shake in fear. Note:
This is not about right or left, liberal or
conservative. It is about the accumulation of power and the control and manipulation of the public by what is marketed
as news.
We were ill-served by hysterical predictions concerning this past election.
We should be skeptical of manipulation
masquerading as news. Most importantly, let’s take a moment to appreciate that
our electorate behaved mostly sensibly
and showed some understanding and
nuance in their voting. I don’t have to
like every result, but I do have to like
and respect our voters and our system
that, though imperfect, did not fail us or
fail democracy.
We dodged the literal bullets this time,
but we got hit hard by media distortions
and manipulations that could be just as
dangerous.

OUR TOWN CROSSWORD © 2022
ANSWER KEY TO PUZZLE "WATTLE YOU KNOW!"

on page 7:

PUZZLE
MASTER
Valerie
Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since
2014.

Stories wanted:

disastrous divorces, especially
custody, especially with court
appointed evaluators, for a new
family law book.
Email:
jak@judithkaluzny.com or
write to: Judith A. Kaluzny,
149 W Whiting Ave, Fullerton,
California 92832

Please visit and JOIN
the Facebook Group

“Fullerton
Arboretum
Advocates”

to find out MORE information
and keep current about issue.

Community Opinion pages are a forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest.
Letters are the opinion of the writers, may be shortened for space, and typos will be corrected. Anonymous letters may be printed if you can make the case for
anonymity. You can request to be identified by your initials and town only (we will need your whole name for verification). We print all that we can fit. Thanks!
contact@fullertonobserver.com or mail to: Fullerton Observer PO Box 7051 Fullerton CA 92834
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Preliminary State and County Election Results
Results Are Not Final Yet. The state
and county have up until December 16
to certify the results of the November 8,
2022 election. The results below are preliminary with 404,593 ballots left to
count in Orange County and 4,829,879
ballots left to count at state level. So
results may change.
Statewide there are 26,876,800 people
eligible to vote; 21,940,274 registered to
vote and 6,009,582 voted.
In Orange County there are 2,203,252
people in Orange County who are eligible to vote but only 1,817,149 registered
to vote and only 628,975 voted.
In Fullerton only 24,711 of the 77,938
Registered Voters in Fullerton voted in
the November 2022 election (6,323 ballots cast ballots at vote centers, 18,388
voted by mail). Source: www.ocvote.org
The percentage of eligible voters who

Unofficial

registered to vote increased from
78.16% to 81.63% since 2018.
PREFERED PARTY

Democratic Party
Republican Party

2018
2022
43.45% 46.87%
24.04% 23.85%

No Party Preference 27.52% 22.53%
Source: www.sos.ca.go
CA Superintendent Public Instruction

Tony K THURMOND
Lance CHRISTENSEN

3,656,686
2,130,526

North OC Community College Dist
Governing Board Member, Area 1
Barbara DUNSHEATH
15,847
Blaze BHENCE
6,748
North OC Community College Dist
Governing Board Member, Area 6
Jeffery P. BROWN
12,177
Jessica RUTAN
9,576

Fullerton Election Results
(as of 11/12/2022)

US Congressional Dist 40
122,551
(R) Young KIM *incumbent
(D) Asif MAHMOOD
89,456

US Senate
Full Term
(D) Alex PADILLA
(R) Mark P. MEUSER
Part Term
(D) Alex PADILLA
(R) Mark P. MEUSER

US Congressional Dist 45
(R) Michelle STEEL *incumbent 89,761
(D) Jay CHEN
77,509

State Senate Dist 34
(D) Tom UMBERG
(R) Rhonda SHADER

US Congressional Dist 46
54,269
(D) Lou CORREA *incumbent
(R) Christopher J. GONZALES 36,619
CA Assembly Dist 59
(R) Phillip CHEN
83,897
(NPP) Leon Q. SIT
34,339

State Senate Dist 36
(R) Janet NGUYEN
154,279
(D) Kim CARR
113,478

OC Supervisor Dist 4
Doug CHAFFEE
54,002
Sunny PARK
42,010

CA Assembly Dist 67
(D) Sharon QUIRK-SILVA
40,466
(R) Soo YOO
38,452

PRELIMINARY
Results for Propositions
Statewide (sos.ca.gov)
California Proposition 1: Adds the
right to abortion and contraceptive use
to state constitution.
65% reporting Vote % Vote count
YES
65.7% 4,420,885
No
34.3% 2,305,701

Dr. Shana
Charles

Ahmad
Zahra *incumbent

FULLERTON
SCHOOL DIST

1,655 (41.59%)

1,812 (47.61%)

2,435 (50.36%)

Johnny Ybarra
1,139 (29.68)
Arnel Dino
1,111 (28.73%)

Oscar Valadez
1,619 (42.11%)
Tony Castro
394 (10.29%)

DISTRICT 3
CITY COUNCIL

DISTRICT 5
CITY COUNCIL

Ruthi
Hanchett

FULLERTON
JOINT UNION
HIGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Lauren
Klatzker

5,828 (58.83%)
Lisa Wozab
1,835 (38.08%)
Matt Van Hook
Rudy Garcia
4,081 (41.17%)
560 (11.56%)
The Fullerton City Council will certify the vote after the county and state finals
are certified.The Fullerton City Council will certify the November 8, 2022 election
results at the council meeting following the state certification.

What just (didn't) happen? BY VINCE BUCK
Trying to explain what happened in
the mid-term elections is premature,
since much may not be known for another month. What did not happen is a bit
clearer, and what did not happen was a
"red wave."
Importantly, Republicans almost certainly will gain control of the House of
Representatives, and Democrats carried
Nevada, so Republicans are no longer in
the running to control the Senate (as of
November 12). But the number of seats
gained in the House will be far fewer
than anticipated. The opposition party
almost always gains seats in mid-term
elections. In the first mid-term elections
during the administrations of presidents
Clinton and Obama, the Republicans
gained over 50 seats. Something similar
was expected this time.
This was the Biden administration's
first mid-term election. The president's
polls are languishing in the low 40s and
inflation is staring everyone in the face
each time they pass a gas station. As
well, there was some serious gerrymandering that took place following the last
census which, on balance, favored the
Republicans. A possible Republican
gain of more than 60 seats was not out of
the question. That did not happen. It will
be some time before we know the actual
figure, but something in the range of 20
seats seems more likely.
There are several factors that contributed to the absence of the wave. The
Supreme Court ruling overturning Roe v.

California Proposition 26: Allows
Native American tribes to offer sports
betting on tribal lands.
65% reporting Vote % Vote count
NO
69.4% 4,643,423
Yes
30.6% 2,052,054
California Proposition 27: Legalizes
sports betting via agreements with
Native American tribes.
65% reporting Vote %. Vote count
NO
Yes

83.3%
16.7%

5,628,855
1,127,983

with about 51% of the vote (64,000 ballots counted so far). Her margin is wider
Wade was certainly an important factor. when Los Angeles County votes are
Second, Republicans, encouraged by added in, and currently is increasing
Donald Trump (and some strategic and daily.
Since in-person ballots are counted
cynical center-left money sources),
selected some weak candidates, includ- early in the process, the increasing tening many election-deniers. The shadow dency for Republicans to vote in person
of Trump, and having these election- will only add to the tendency for early
deniers on the ticket was a motivating vote counts to be misleading. For some
years now the vote margin has
factor in the Democratic vote.
moved in a direction favorable
Biden is unpopular with
to Democrats (even in "nonRepublicans, but Trump and his
partisan" races) as the postsupporters scare Democrats.
election count proceeds. Some
These factors contributed to a
What
years ago, Jan Flory, in a cityhigh turnout for a mid-term
did not
wide race for City Council was
much like 2018. Together these
happen
down by 300 votes on election
factors countered historic patnight yet won by 29 votes. That
terns.
was a
Locally, it may not be a "red "red wave." trend appears to be alive and
well in this election.
wave," but the Republican
Fullerton elections are now
party is not dead in Orange
mostly all by district, Including
County. While almost all the
the traditional state and federal
statewide contests were won by
districts. Due to the recent
Democrats by 14-16% margins,
in Orange County in those same con- redistricting, Fullerton is now in 6 legtests, Republicans led by 6-10% mar- islative districts: Congressional districts
gins. For instance, Governor Newsom (45/46), State Senate districts (34/37),
received 58% of the vote statewide, but and Assembly districts (59/67). But
only 47% in Orange County. And it was there are now also multiple education
board districts (college, high school and
the same down the line.
Also of interest, Republicans turned elementary school), a county superviout to vote in person while Democrats sor's district and five City Councils
mailed it in (or dropped it off). As an seats. Many were redistricted this year
example, in Orange County, Sharon and not all districts have elections every
Quirk-Silva (AD 67) lost at the ballot cycle. It is not easy to find out which
box by a two-to-one margin (about districts you live in. Fortunately, the
15,000 votes were cast). Currently Registrar of Voters does that for you.
Current results for these races are else(November 11), she is winning in OC

4,183,166
2,811,999
4,144,463
2,804,736
64,945
50,043

For full and updated daily weekday
results visit www.ocvote.org and
www.sos.ca.gov

California Proposition 28: Increases
spending on arts programs in public
schools.
65% reporting Vote %. Vote count
YES
62.4% 4,205,433
No
37.6% 2,533,766
California Proposition 29: Regulates
staffing of kidney dialysis clinics.
65% reporting Vote %. Vote count
NO
69.7% 4,666,500
Yes
30.3% 2,028,867
California Proposition 30: Imposes a
tax to support the purchase of electric
vehicles.
65% reporting Vote %. Vote count
NO
58.7% 3,966,336
Yes
41.3% 2,788,016
California Proposition 31: Upholds
state law barring the sale of flavored
tobacco.
65% reporting Vote %. Vote count
YES
No

62.9%
37.1%

4,230,286
2,499,187

where in this paper (I hope); and you can
check the latest counts at OCVotes.gov.
Some races are still too close to call,
including AD67 mentioned above, and
the two City Council races (District #3
and #5). In District #5 incumbent
Ahmad Zahra is currently ahead of newcomer Oscar Valadez by about 200 votes
(of about 3700 counted so far). The daily
count is trending in his favor. Zahra was
the target of an intense negative campaign and has been marginalized on the
Council by the current majority (which
will not change in this election), but he
is a strong campaigner.
As a result of redistricting, Jesus Silva
was excluded from running for the
Council this time (unless he had found a
new residence), and a new District #3
was created east of State College
Boulevard. Currently CSUF professor
Shana Charles is leading in that district
over John Ybarra by 439 votes (again,
about 3,700 have been counted). Ybarra
ran in the 5th district 4 years ago. The
daily count is also moving in her direction, if only by double digits. Only 35
votes separate Ybarra from third place
candidate Arnel Dino. It could be a long
month for those candidates.
Other local races are not so close:
Ruthi Hanchett and Lauren Klatzker
(school boards), Jeffry Brown
(Community College), Doug Chaffee
(Supervisor), Lou Correa (CD46),
Michelle Steel (CD 45) and Tom
Umberg (SD 34). All have leads that
will be difficult to overcome.

